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Abstract

The asymmetry of positrons in the Jt'+ —»fi+v, fi+ -* e+i/eFA decay chain was

measured in a search for right-handed weak currents in AS = 1 semi-leptonic

decay. High-intensity low-background monoenergetic polarized muons of 236

MeV/c momentum resulting from kaon decay at rest were directly extracted

from a primary production target which was hit by a proton beam of the KEK

12-GeV proton synchrotron. Muons were stopped in a pure-aluminum plate,

and the energy-integrated asymmetry of the decay positrons with respect to

the incoming muon direction was determined to high precision. The observed

asymmetry yielded (P^ = -0.9996 ± 0.0030(s<ai) ± 0.0048(jsys). This result

revealed no evidence of right-handed currents in this kaon-decay chain, and

set a stringent bound on the mass of the right-handed weak boson.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental studies of the weak interaction are among f.odiiy'.s most, important, subjcy-ts

in particle physics. Many experiments have been performed sinci: the discovery of parity

violation [1-3], and the V-A currents hypothesis [4\ based on the famous experiment by

Goldhaber et ai. [5] is now almost an established fact, since no disproof of the V-A hypothesis

has yet been found in many experiments. However, on the other hand there is no reason to

exclude right-handed (V-f-A) currents from the theoretical framework from the beginning. It

is also natural to believe that, although right-handed currents exist, they are suppressed for

some reasons to such an extent that they are impossible to detect experimentally. Therefore,

continuous efforts to improve the experimental sensitivity by using updated techniques are

always of great interest and importance.

Among a number of experiments in leptonic, semi-leptonic as well as non-leptonic pro-

cesses in the search for right-handed currents, positron asymmetry measurements in the

decay chain of TT+ —»• t*+uu, fi+ -* e^UcV^ and K+ —» fi*"?, /*+ —* e+i/eVu comprise one

of the most powerful probes, unless the associated right-handed neutrino (i//j) is heavy and

decay is kinematicaliy forbidden. The most precise data for the end-point positron asymme-

try, which is equivalent to the muon polarization (P^) in conjunction with the muon decay

Michel parameters (£, S and p [6]), was obtained as \iPltSfp\ > 0.996S2 (90% C.L.) for the

JT+ —* n+vu (^2) , ft* —> e+i/ei7,, decay chain at TRIUMF [7,8]. Another type of asym-

metry measurement, the measurement of the energy-integrated positron asymmetry at PSI

[9], derived ^P^ - 1.0027 ± 0.0084 for the ir+-p+-e+ decay chain as well. Both quantities

should be unity under the pure V-A hypothesis, and are quite consistent with unity to high

accuracy. For A'+ —»/i+fu ( A ^ ) decay, an experiment was performed at KEK [10,11] nearly

ten years ago, yielding ^P^ = —0.970 ± 0.047. The rather large error was dominated by a

statistical error due to the smaller intensity of the available kaon beams, compared to that

of the available pion beams.

Left-right symmetric (LRS) models [12,13] were proposed to explain the lrft-li;indeduess



of t.ho woak interaction by spontaneous symmetry breaking. In •ulilitiou ID the convent iotial

weak boson (Wj,), they assume another weak intermediate boson (11'^) which couples to

the right-handed weak currents, replacing the standard gauge group. SL'('2)c, O /'(1) with

SU{'l)i 0 SU{2)n ® U(l). In general, these weak bosons are a superposition of mass

eigenstates (Wi,j), which can be written as Wi = H^cos^ + W^sinC, WR = — Wi s [ nC +

Wj cos f, where C is the mixing angle. Then, the left-handedness in the low-energy region can

be attributed to mw3 ^> mw, and/or the smallness of f, where mwl is the mass of ll\. That

is, right-handed phenomena in the low-energy region are suppressed by e2 = (m^/miv,)"1 .

Regarding the coupling of WR to a quark current, a right-handed Cabibbo angle (OR), which

is an analogue to the ordinary Cabibbo angle (9i) [14], is also introduced. Although manifest

LRS models [15] require that sin 9R = sin<?L, non equality (sin $R / sin &L) can be postulated

in general [16-18].

In the case of manifest left-right symmetry, there is no physical difference between

the kaon- and the pion-decay positron-asymmetry experiments. However, if 8R / &i and

|sin6RI ~ 1, the kaon decay experiments are very sensitive to mw3, compared to that of

the pion. The reason is, that in kaon decay the hadron current couples to WR with a ver-

tex factor of gsm$n, but gcos&R in pion decay. The deviation of \£PU\ from unity can be

expressed as

l - K / » , | S 2 ( e | j £ £ + <)1 + 2(«» + C») (1.1)

for Kpi decay and

^ ^ g )2 2 + C2) (1.2)

for 7TU2 decay [§,16,17]. This difference makes kaon decay much more sensitive to mw2 than

pion decay if | sin 0«j is large, as is shown in Pig. 1. Therefore, an improved experiment of

the kaon decay with a similar statistical accuracy as the pion-decay experiment was designed

to push up the mass limit.

In the present experiment we demonstrated that it is not necessary to have a high-

intensity primary proton beam in order to increase the experimental sensitivity. We ex-



t.ra<:t(.'<l a monocnerget.ic polarized muon beam of Ktli origin (/> = "2W) MeV/c) directly from

a primary kaon production target with high intensity and low background, and stopped

them in an aluminum stopping target for a precise measurement of the positron asymmetry.

By this new method, the statistics was improved by two orders of magnitude compared to

that of the previous kaon experiment at KEK [10,11]- An outline of the experiment and the

results have already been reported briefly in Ref. [19]. In the present paper, we described the

experiment in detail along with an analysis of the corrections and systematic errors worked

out thoroughly.

II . EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Since the kaon beam intensity is limited by the lower production cross section and the

in-flight loss, it was difficult to gain statistics as high as that for pions by a 'kaon beam line'

method, which is usually used for kacn-decay experiments. We developed a new method

which uses monoenergetic muons from A',,2 decay at rest (hereafter called "K^ muons") in

the primary kaon production target, which preserves the initial polarization. By this method

we succeeded in omitting the kaon extraction stage of the ordinary kaon decay experiment,

and the event rate of kaon decay was increased drastically. That is just an analogue of

a surface muon beam, which is the monoenergetic 29.8MeV/c muon coming from the v^

decay at rest near to the surface of a primary production target [20]. It is worth mentioning

that the first observation of K^ muons was reported by Abrosimov et al. [21] in Gatchina.

A possible source of error in a K^ muon beam experiment was contamination of muons

coming from ir^ decay in-flight. We thus constructed a dedicated beam line in order to

reduce this background, and succeeded in reducing the contamination of 7ru2 muon to a level

of a few percent. The influence of the still-remaining background could be corrected for

and, thus, the systematic error resulting from background contamination was reduced to

less than the 0.2% level.

In order to obtain the /i+ —» e+fe77w decay asymmetry with low systematic error, we



employed a muon-spin-rot.ation method under a transverse Held ( FP/iSR) and measured the

energy-integrated asymmetry (A) of the decay positrons. The advantages of this method

are: 1) the measured asymmetry is not, affected by the different efficiencies of the positron

counters, 2) high-energy resolution is not required, and 3) the ^-parameter in conjunction

with the muon polarization can be determined as f/^ = -3.4, which is independent of the

other Michel parameters.

The muon decay time spectrum for an arbitrary muon polarization is expressed as

f{9,t) = Noe-M[I{x) -iP.Cix) cos9], (2.1)

where No is a normalization factor, A the decay constant (1/2.20 /is"1), x the reduced

electron energy (x = £ e / 2 w ) with E^ = [mj - m]]/2m» = 52.8 MeV, and 6 the e+

emission angle to the muon spin direction; further,

I(x) = 2[3(1 - z) + 2/J(4Z/3 - l)]x2 (2.2a)

and

C(x) = 2[(1 -x) + 26(4x/3 - l)]x2 . (2.2b)

Here, we assumed the four-fermion interaction theory, which is an applicable theory of the

weak process in low-energy phenomena. In muon decay, the deviation in the four-fermion

interaction from the intermediate vector boson exchange is of the order of {mjmw)2 ^ 10~6

[22]; it was negligible in the present experiment. The positron energy dependence of both

I(x) and C(x) are shown in the upper part of Fig. 2. When the positrons with an energy

greater than a threshold xt are summed, the integral positron asymmetry becomes

l-(3*f-2*?)-8?x?(l-*«)

Mx) _ <
A(xt)- t

where ~S and ~p are the reduced Michel parameters, and are ? = 3/4 — S = 0.0014 ±

0.0026(stat) ± 0.0028(3^5) (90% C.L.) [23], p = 3/4 - p = -0.002 ± 0.003 (90% C.L.)



['21], respectively. In the limit s, — 0. the uncertainly in Air.} i-i\-uliiu« from i.hc (iniic

errors of experimentally obtained ~b and ~> decreases rapidly with n I'.irtor of r/. and becomes

negligible.

Furthermore, since the energy-integrated asymmetry depends on the positron detection

energy threshold, E^n = ^tEm!iX, as is shown in the lower part of Fig. '2, we must minimize

xt as much as possible. A measurement of the integrated positron asymmetry with a lower

energy threshold is essentially important for a precise experiment.

III. APPARATUS

This experiment was performed at the 12-GeV Proton Synchrotron at KEK. The plain

view of the layout of the present experiment is shown in Fig. 3. A close-up view of the muon

polarimeter part is also shown in Fig. 4. The newly designed beam line for the present

experiment [25] transported A^-muons with a total flux of 3500 per 1012 protons. The

K^i event rate was improved by 102 times compared to that in the previous kaon decay

experiment [10,11].

The /^2-muons were degraded by a carbon block and were stopped in a muon stopping

target. The spin of a muon rotates around a transverse magnetic field until it decays

into e+ with a lifetime of r^ = 2.20 /is. The e+ time spectrum at a positron detector

placed perpendicular to the magnetic field showed a sinusoidal modulation superposed on

the exponential decay curve. Two positron detectors were put on both sides of the /xSR

magnet in order to increase the number of events and to check the systematics of TF/iSR

data by comparing them. The attenuation of the positron decay asymmetry caused by the

finite acceptance was corrected by means of positron tracking by drift chambers (EDCs). In

addition, multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPCl, MWPC2) and drift chambers (PDC,

MDC) were placed in the beam axis in order to measure the initial direction of the muon,

its scattering angle in the degrader and its stopping position.



A. Beam line

The present, beam line was designed so as to obtain A,,* unions as much and as pure

as possible. The background comes from in-flight -^ decay with a continuous momentum

spectrum. The design concept of the beam line was to increase the ratio of the A'Bj muon

to this continuous background, as well as the intensity. The concept was materialized as

follows: i) backward extraction (147°), ii) short distance to the first dipole magnet (Dl)

from the primary production target, iii) high momentum resolution, and iv) thin primary

production target.

The pion production cross section with a 12-GeV incident proton has a peak in the

forward angle, while the kaon stopped in the production target decays isotopically. Thus,

backward extraction (i) reduced the pion contamination significantly. Furthermore, once

the momentum is selected for a pion by Dl before its decay (ii), the in-flight decay muons

from pions were mostly excluded at the second dispersive focus (SLIT2), since the decay

muons have a different momentum. The optimum momentum width of A'U2-muons is related

to the thickness of the muon stopping target. In order to balance the systematical error

resulting from positron interaction within the muon stopping target and the statistical error

determined by the thickness of the kaon production target, an initial muon momentum

broadening due to the energy loss in the kaon production target should be ±0.5% in dp/p

(iv). Thus, the momentum bite of the present beam line was required to be ±0.5% (iii).

In order to reject pions, particle identification was performed according to the range

difference and the time-of-flight (TOF). The range curves of T + , H+ and e+ are shown in

Fig. 5, which were measured by changing the carbon block thickness. Since the carbon block

thickness was set at the muon range so as to stop the muons at the muon stopping target,

pions were mostly rejected. Then, a TOF measurement was carried out in order to reject

the positrons as well as any residual pions which decayed in flight to muons in the carbon

block and subsequently passed through it. A start counter (TOF1) was placed downstream

of SLIT2 and a stop counter (TOF2) was placed 7 m downstream of TOF1. The TOF time



spectrum rtft.or pion reduction by the carbon block is shown in Fig. I). The contamination

of pions was reduced to loss than 0.02% by the TOF selection indexed in this figure.

The momentum spectrum of the beam line, measured by changing the channel mo-

mentum setting shown in Fig. 7, reveals a monoenergetic A'M-2*muon peak with a width of

dp/p = 2.0%(FWHM), which is a superposition of the muon momentum width and the

channel momentum bite. The muoa intensity was 3500 per 1012 protons without TOF2

and 1S00 per 10 u protons with TOF2; the peak-to-background ratio is 60. The continuous

background came from the in-flight iru2 decay upstream of Dl. This spectrum was obtained

with a Pt target of 1.5 mm thickness, and a SLIT1 opening of ±5 mm. SLIT2 was opened

to ±20mm and a dafinMg counter SL (0.8cm x 13 cm x 0.2cm') was placed at the center

of the gap of SLIT2 so as to avoid muon scattering at the edges of SLIT2. For more details

concerning the beam-line design see the reference by Tanaka et al. [25].

B. Muon polarimeter

1. Muon tracking

Three types of tracking chambers were placed in the beam line: one was a drift chamber

to measure the beam profile at the Q6 exit (PDC); the second was a drift chamber to

measure the initial muon direction (MDC); the third were multiwire proportional chambers

used to determine both the muon stopping position and the scattering angle in the degrader

(MWPC1,2).

Since the incoming rnuons had a finite angular distribution of the flight direction, the

muons were spuriously depolarized along the beam-line axis. In order to estimate this effect

in a later analysis, we placed MDC upstream of TOF2. This chamber comprised 3 horizontal

and 3 vertical layers, of which the drift length was 1 cm. The first layers of the horizontal and

vertical planes were shifted by 1 cm, respectively, in order to solve the left-right ambiguity.

The spatial and angular resolutions were 0.24 mm and 2 mrad, respectively. They were quite

o



sufficient for our purpose.

In order to select muons that were surely stopped in the muon stopping target, tracking of

muons downstream of the degrader was necessary. For this purpose. MWPCl and MWPC2

with a wire spacing of 1 mm were placed near to the pole of the îSR magnet and separated

by 72.5 mm from each other. The angular resolution was mainly restricted by multiple

scattering in the chamber material, and was roughly estimated to be ~ 0.01 rad.

With the help of these MWPC's the muon deflection angle was also measured in order to

estimate the muon spin rotation via relativistic Coulomb scattering in the degrader block.

2. Muon degrader

A muon momentum degrader was placed downstream of TOF2. It was made of a set of

carbon plates (20cm x 20cm, 1.9g/cm3); the total thickness was adjusted so as to obtain

the maximum muon stopping rate in the target. This muon momentum degrader was also

used for rejecting pions (as was already described).

As the momentum degrader, a light element material was required to minimize any

muon depolarization due to Coulomb scattering with nuclei; that scattering is purely an

electrostatic effect, but rotates the spin direction by a relativistic effect [26]. Since, the

depolarization per unit length is roughly proportional to the square of the multiple scattering

angle (SP/dl oc Z2/A) and the energy loss per unit length is dEjdl oc Z/A, the depolarization

per unit energy loss is roughly proportional to SP/dl x dljdE oc Z. Thus, a light material

was a better choice.

3. Muon stopping target

The most important feature of the muon stopping target is to minimize the depolarization

of muons in the material. In general, depolarization is caused by: 1) muonium formation,

2) any internal magnetic field and 3) the magnetic dipole interaction with the surrounding

nuclei. In order to avoid 1) and 2), a non-magnetic metal is needed.



As for I In1 (irsl. point, it is believed ih.il I here should hi' no MIHOMIIMII lonn.iiion .mil.

therefore, no loss of the initial polarization in ;i pure metal [27]. Hie -ipin relaxation elferi. in

matter under a transverse magnetic field is parametrized by the relaxation rale (A), whirh

is defined as Pu{t) = Pu(0)-e~Al. Then, the ideal material for the present experiment should

have A ~ 0. Grebinnik et at. [2S] reported a small value of A = O.OIKS ±0.007/<s~' for 'pure'

aluminum at 290 K, which is interpreted as being the result of diifusional narrowing of the

nuclear dipole interaction. They also reported a strong dependence of A on the impurities

and temperature of the material. Therefore, aluminum of > 99.99!)% purity was used for

the present experiment; it had been carefully annealed before so as to eliminate any lattice

defects. Then, A was expected to be negligibly small.

The target had a size of 17cm(height) x 22cm(length) and a thickness of either 3 or 5

mm. It was placed in a magnet gap of 20 cm x 34 cm«S tilted by 34° from the beam axis.

The strength of the transverse magnetic field was chosen to be ~ 105 G in order to give a

muon-spin-precession frequency of 1.43 MHz. A field map was measured by a hall probe with

a 10"3 relative accuracy. The measured field distribution was used to calculate the damping

function of the /iSR precession pattern; this precision was sufficient for that purpose. The

stability of the field strength was kept to within ±0.05% during the experiment.

The muon stopping target was surrounded by helium gas at normal pressure in order

to minimize the muon stopping in the atmosphere. The spurious depolarization effect from

the admixture of events stopped in the helium gas was estimated to be 6P = —0.0011, and

was corrected in a later analysts. The heiium gas was contained in a thin plastic bag with

a butyl rubber seal, which was put around the target holders.

.{. .Muon counters

Downstream of the degrader, three plastic scintillation counters (Bit, B l , and 135) wore

placed for beam definition. Between B3 and B4 a carbon plate of O.j cm thickness was

placed, and the energy losses of the incident particles in these counters were monitored so

- 1 0 -



ii-s to help in the particle identification. A /;SR timer was st.nleil l>y the' lii M1511.1I. I he

muon momenta downstream of the degrader were distributed between 'JO ami SO McV/c;

the muon spins were therefore rotated by different, angles in the /i.SR magnetic liel.l until

stop in the target. If the juSR timer was started when a muon stopped in the target, this

dispersion of the initial muon angle would provided spurious depolarization. Therefore, the

/j.SR timer was started by B3 timing, which was placed outside of the magnetic field and at

which the muon angles were not yet dispersed.

In order to identify any muons stopped in the target and to reject room background,

three veto counters were placed around the target. One was placed downstream of the

target (X); the other two were placed on the pole surfaces of the ^SR magnet (AT.AB). The

thresholds of these veto counters were set to be as low as possible.

5. Positron detector elements

In oider to determine the emission angle of e+ in the finite acceptance and to facilitate

decay vertex reconstruction, the trajectory of each positron was traced by two drift chambers

(EDC), which were symmetrically placed at the left- and right-arm. The positron detection

system covered 50° ~ 130° in the horizontal plane and —10" ~ 10° in the vertical plane.

Since a positron entered the EDC at such a large angle range, at least three layers were

required in order to solve the left-right ambiguity of the drift chamber. In addition, a greater

redundancy was needed in order to analyze the influence of the chamber inefficiency on the

observed positron asymmetry (described in Sec. VB). The EDC comprised 4 horizontal and

4 vertical layers, the drift length being 2.5 cm. The last layer was shifted by 2.5 cm in order

to solve the left-right ambiguity. The spatial and angular resolutions were 0.-10 mm and

3mrad, respectively, which were quite sufficient.

Two sets of trigger counters, each comprising two layers of plastic sciutillators (L \.\:1 and

R1.R2), were placed behind the left- and right-side EDC, respectively. For each scintillator.

photomultipliers were set on both the upstream(U) and downstrearn(D) sides. An c + -hit-



through signal was defined as the coincidence of two layers. The thicknesses of the first and

second layers were 3 and 5 mm. respectively. The detection threshold energy was less than

I MeV. The decay timing of the muon was defined as the mean of U- and D- photomultipliers

timings, of which the resolution is about 1 ns, and was digitized with a 10 ns time bin. The

asymmetry distortion by such digitization was only \6A\ < 0.0001.

6. Trigger logic and data acquisition

A muon stopped in the target was defined as

uSTOP = TOF1 • TOF3 -SL-B3-B4-B5

x{AB + AT + X),

and the signal of the outgoing positron was defined as

e+good = {LIU- LID • L2U • LSD

+ RlU • RID • RSU • R2D)

x(AT + AB + X + B3 + B4 + Bo).

The pSR TDC was started when a nSR.Start was asserted, where

fiSR.Start = Flat Top • Computer Ready

xnSTOP-JSTOF,

/xSRmStop = e* good.

The Flat Top asserts itself while the proton beam is being extracted. The ftSTOP' is a 20 (is

long gate signal triggered by ftSTOP. It was applied in order to separate the current muon

event from a pre-stopped muon event, which was a so-called pre-pileup event. The ^SR

TDC was stopped at the e+ good timing.

Since the number of bytes per event was ~ 2G0, and the event rate was ~ 140 s"1, the

system should acquire ~ 40kbytes/s. A Starburst (CES), which is a PDP-11 compatible

- 1 2 -



micro processor wit.li a large memory in one CAMAC standard module, was used so (hat the

dead time was only ~ 500 fts per event and the event acceptance ratio was about 90%. The

event data stored in the Starburst were transferred into a micro VAXII during the beam

interval, and were recorded on SmmVCR tapes. These data scheme was managed by the

EXP data-taking system [29]. In order to monitor the measurement environment, some data

were also recorded, such as the temperature of the experimental area, the power voltage of

the pre-amplifier and the excitation current of the fiSK magnet.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

Measurements were carried out for several conditions of the beam momentum and muon-

stopping-target thickness, as shown in Table I. By comparing Run 1 and Run 2, in which the

targets had different thicknesses, the effect of the positron scattering in the muon stopping

target was studied and checked. In regard to the effect of the positron detection energy

threshold, absorbers made of 1 cm thick aluminum plate were inserted between LI and L2,

as well as Rl and R2 in Run 3, so as to increase the energy threshold up to 5MeV; the

consistency was also studied. For the other runs, the absorbers were removed and the

positron detection energy threshold was estimated to be less than 1 MeV.

Since the contamination of muons from the in-flight decay of pions had to be corrected,

the background asymmetries (^4BG)
 w e r e measured at five points, that is, at three lower

momentum points and at two higher momentum points. The asymmetry of the background

underlying at the K^ peak was obtained by means of their interpolation. Details con-

cerning this procedure are described in Sec. IV D. In order to check the validity of the

background subtraction, off-peak runs of Run 4 and Run 5, of which the beam momentum

were, respectively, set 1.8 MeV/c higher and lower than the A"̂  peak, were performed.

An analysis was carried out so as to produce /tSR precession time spectra with the

possibly smallest background contamination and without any distortion. Any event selection

on the data with EDC tracking would potentially bias the positron asymmetry, since it gives

- 1 3 -



p r e l ' r r e n i e t.o t h e p o s i t r o n e n e r g y . T h u s , wo iliil nol u s e t.|n> R I ) C ( r a c k i n g i i i l u r rn . i l i on lor

e v e n t s e l e c t i o n a s m u c h a s p o s s i b l e . Af t e r t h e a n a l y s i s , t h e r o r n - c i n l p r e c e s s i o n t i m e ( ' , . ,„)

w a s c a l c u l a t e d f rom t h e d e c a y t i m e (t) a n d t h e e + e m i s s i o n a n g l e ( o ) in t h e p r e c e s s i o n p l a n e ,

w i t h t h e f o l l o w i n g e x p r e s s i o n :

tcor = t-—, wo = 9.05 u s ' 1 , ( 1 . 1 )
U-'Q

where ĉ o is the angular velocity of the muon spin precession at the central field (Bo)- Then,

the tcor spectra were fitted to the function

/(*««) = tfo«cp(-^=)

x{l + <?(tcor),4cos(^cor + <*o)} + BG.

(4.2)

where iV0 is a normalization factor, r is the muon lifetime, w the muon spin precession

angular velocity, (j>Q the initial phase of the precession, BG a constant background underlying

the exponential decay spectrum, A the positron decay asymmetry and G{tcor) a calculated

damping function.

A. Muon analysis

The distribution of the incident angle of n+ had widths of 0.018 mrad (FWHM) and 0.024

mrad (FWHM) for the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Since this angular

distribution is sufficiently narrow, although the muon incident angle was not corrected event

by event, the muon-polarization attenuation due to this angular distribution, 6P = —0.0001

was corrected later.

There were non-negligible amounts of muons which werestopped in the gas seal at around

the target holders, which were made of butyl rubber; these muons might be more depolarized

than those stopped in the target. Thus, we should eliminate any events from the unions

stopped in the butyl rubber. Since we could not use the EDC tracking for this purpose (it

- M -



would (.•ii(is<> a positron asymmetry distortion), fin* /< + stopping position was obtained by

taking the cross point of the [i+ track and the muon .stopping target plane. The distributions

of the / i+ stopping position along the vertical axis with and without a muon stopping target

are shown in Fig. 8. For the empty-target condition. / i+ slopped in the butyl rubber are

seen as two prominent peaks in Fig. 8. The asymmetry from these peaks was experimentally

determined to be AbMy\ = 0.20 ± 0.06. We decided to accept -60 mm < Y < 50 mm as

stopped /j+ in the target. With this cut, the butyl rubber event admixture was to an extent

of 0.23%. Thus, the asymmetry distortion due to the contamination of butyl rubber event

was estimated to be SA = - [1 /3 - (0.20 ± 0.06)] x 0.0023 = -0.0003 ± 0.0001.

B. Positron analysis

/. Track fitting

The hit positions on each layer of EDC were fitted to a straight line. In order to check

the tracking quality and to reject any bad events, the fitting residue (x2) was calculated

using

x2 = £ ( * - x,)2,

where Xi is the real hit position and Xi is the fitted hit position on the i-th layer, respectively.

The x2 distribution has a long tail toward the large \2 region, as shown in Fig. 9. This

tail was caused by multiple scattering of low-energy positrons. Therefore, event selection

according to a cut on the x2 distribution affected the energy spectrum and biased the

observed energy-integrated positron asymmetry. The energy response functions for several

,\" cut parameters were calculated under the assumption of realistic chamber geometry and

gas, and are shown in Fig. 10. From this figure it is obvious that a strict x2 c u t eliminates

mostly lower energy positrons and, thus, deforms the response function. Since a flat [•(•spouse

function was needed, an event selection with a strict cut should be avoided. Furthermore,

in the case of strict cutting the response function greatly changes when the cut parameter



varies, so r.liat t.he associated systematic orror is larger. Thcrifforp, the cut point should be

at a large \ 2 ; a non-cut would be t.he best choice if there were no contamination of garbage

events. However, we decided to accept \ 2 < 10mm" as being a reasonable choice, and

estimated the effect of rejc Jted events, as described into following.

The uncertainty of the asymmetry due to this ambiguity of the \2 cut is caused by two

reasons. First, if a much looser cut would be taken, such as \2 < 200 mm2, to save largely

scattered events, the asymmetry would be changed by SA = ±0.0003, as was estimated

by selecting the events in 10mm2 < x2 < 200 mm2 of the experimental data. Regarding

the x2 > 200 mm2 region, it was revealed in a simulation that the fraction of events in this

region was only 0.0001 of the total. It changes the asymmetry by only SA ~ 0.00001, because

the asymmetry in the \2 > 200 mm2 region is evaluated to be 0.3 ± 0.1 by extrapolating

the experimentally obtained asymmetry in the x2 < 200 mm2 region. Thus, by neglecting

the contribution from the x2 > 200 mm2 region we assigned ±0.0003 to the asymmetry

uncertainty.

Secondly, if we assume that the 10 mm2 < x2 < 200 mm2 region is caused mostly by spu-

rious signals, and that such signals also affect the small-x2 region, it changes the asymmetry

by 6A = +0.0003. Since that assumption is just a potential possibility of the asymmetry

distortion, a systematic error 6A = ±0.0003 was assigned to the asymmetry.

In addition, the positron asymmetry would be reduced by any angular resolution dete-

rioration caused by a looser cut. The spatial resolution corresponding to the x2 < 10 mm2

cut is Sx = \fx* — 3 mm at most. Since this spatial resolution gives an angular resolution

attenuation of 66 ~ 0.017, SA ~ 0.0001 at most. From a more precise estimation, in which

we took an average of 69 with the weight of the y2 distribution, we obtained 5.4 < 0.5 x 10"5;

it is negligible.

After all, the uncertainty due to the x2 cut is estimated to be ±(0.0003 + 0.0003 + 0.5 x

10~5) = ±0.0006, with taking a linear sum of these three uncertainties.
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3. Fiducial volume rut by Iftr e+ trajectory

Here, we redefined the muon stopping position to be the cross point of a /i+ trajectory

and an e+ trajectory. Fig. 11 shows the distribution of the thus-determined muon stopping

positions in the horizontal plane. The flattened-square region in this figure shows the ap-

proximate fiducial region, that is \T\ < 50mm and \L\ < 100mm with T being the normal

direction to the target plane and L being the horizontally long direction.

Along the vertical (Y) and L directions, we had already carried out event rejection with

the fi+ trajectory only. These rejections did not deform the energy spectrum from the Michel

spectrum. Along the T direction, there was no alternative to define the p+ stopping position

without using an e+ trajectory. Consequently, this cut in T deforms the energy spectrum,

resulting in a bias of the observed asymmetry, similarly to the x2 cut.

A typical /i+ stopping position distribution along the T direction is shown in Fig. 12. In

this figure, the fiducial cut along the L and Y directions using a ft* trajectory was already

carried out. It is worth mentioning again that since a strict cut in T deforms the energy

spectrum from the Michel spectrum, the best cutting point is infinitely large \T\, but only

at the cost of background contamination. Thus, we decided to accept |T| < 50 mm, and

regarded the eliminated events as coming from outside of the target.

Systematic errors originated from the ambiguity of this cut parameter and the evaluation

of the background event contamination coming from outside of the target. In order to esti-

mate these systematic errors, the differential and integral dependences of the experimentally

obtained asymmetry on the T cut parameter were plotted, as shown in Fig. 13. First, if we

assume that the events in the 50 mm < \T\ < 70 mm region, of which the asymmetry was

found to be A = 0.41 ± 0.09, resulted from background; these events thus also underlay in

the relevant region, making an ambiguity of SA = ±0.0003. Secondly, if the cut parameter

would be moved into the 30 mm < \T\ < 70 mm region (the region |T| > 70 mm clearly

touches with the image of MWPC and the light guide), 6A would vary by ±0.0004; thus,

the uncertainty in the cut parameter gives 6A = ±0.0004. After all, the error associated



with the \T\ cut was estimated to be b.\ = ±(0.000:! + 0.0001) = =0.1)007. Here ni;run. for

safety, we took a linear sum of these two errors.

C. Asymmetry fits

After eliminating bad events with the above-mentioned three cuts (V, \-2, T), the cor-

rected precession time {tear) is calculated using Eq. (4.1). Typical tmr spectra (Runl) of

B/Bo > 0.9900 are shown in Fig. 14, where B is the magnetic field strength at the muon

stopped position and Bo is the maximum field strength. The spectra of the other runs are

quite similar. Then, the icor spectra were fitted to Eq. (4.2) with 6 free parameters (.Vo,

T, w, 4>o, BG, A) and 1 fixed function \G(tcor)} by means of a maximum-likelihood method

using the MINUIT fitting program [30,31].

The asymmetry damping function [G(icor)] was calculated from the magnetic field

strength distribution, and was fixed during the asymmetry fit. Damping due to an in-

teraction with the nucleus in the muon stopping target was not taken into account at all,

since we used a pure-aluminum plate for the muon stopping target (as discussed in Sa.c.

IIIB3). The damping function was approximated by a quadratic function,

G{tcm) = 1 ~ % , (4.3)

where A characterizes the strength of the damping. In order to reduce the error caused

by such a simple function approximation, the events were grouped into three field-strength

regions: a) B/Bo > 0.9994, b) 0.9950 < B/Bo < 0.9994 and c) 0.9900 < BjB0 < 0.9950.

The fitting was carried out for each of three field regions with different calculated A's,

which are given in Table II. The fitted-asymmetry uncertainty resulting from the quadratic

function approximation of G(tcor) is thus limited to fiA(approx) = ±0.00003.

The G{tcm) had other uncertainties, since it was calculated from the muon slopping dis-

tribution with the finite vertex resolution of the muon stopping point. The vertex resolution

was mainly determined by multiple scattering of a muon in the MVVPC. That olfect was
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invest i^ated usitiî  real data; it was revealed that tin' vertex rfsoliii ion ;i7,,(nns)j iv.is approx-

imated by (T2
U = 0.001-4 x (L — 2-50 mm)*, where L is I hi; horizontal position of stopped rnuon

along the rauon stopping target plane. The uncertainty of this expression was estimated to

be less than ~ 30%. That error caused an uncertainty of <5.4(res) = i0.00010, which was

sufficiently small.

The error resulting from the uncertainty in the muon stopping distribution was also

checked by changing the distribution shape, and was confirmed not to exceed SA(stop) =

±0.00017 by an extreme comparison of the uniform and realistic distributions.

In total, the uncertainty of the damping function gave a systematic error of SA =

j 5A2(res) + M2(approx) = ±0.0002.

Finally, the asymmetry attenuation caused by the finite vertical acceptance of e+ de-

tection was corrected for by using the positron vertical angle distribution, which had 0.4

mrad FVVHM. The fitted asymmetries of left- and right-arm in three field-strength regions

were then summed over with the weights of the number of events to obtain the observed

asymmetries (/lob,). They are listed in Table III with the reduced \2 °f the fitting. The

goodness of these x* justified the assumption of the fitting function.

D. Analysis of TT+ in-flight-decay background

Since the /fw2-muon beam was contaminated by muons from the in-flight decay of pions,

the observed asymmetry would be shifted by

A K^'ABG), (4.4)

where . 4 ^ is the positron asymmetry of A'U2-muons, .4BG that of background, /?BG the

background event rate and /?PEAI< that of A'M2-peak. In order to correct for this effect, ;iSR

precession patterns were measured at five background points, three lower momentum points

and two higher momentum points.

[n order to increase the statistics per one bin, the positron asymmetries of these points

wereanalyzed using the same method, except for the following two points: 1) the events were
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not. divided into three field-strength regions and 2) I hoy were dralt ivif li using 10 us binning.

The asymmetry attenuation effect by such large binning is AA = —0.0018. much smaller

than the statistical error of the background asymmetry (6 A ~ ±0.015). This statistical

error is also larger than any other systematic errors by an order of magnitude. Thus, any

corrections applied for normal runs were ignored.

The obtained precession spectra have the same phases as that of the /\w2-peak spectra.

It was therefore concluded that background muons presumably carne from forward in-flight

decay. The background asymmetries were obtained by fitting to Eq. (4.2) with the overall

damping parameter, A = 0.503 x 102^s, which was also calculated from the magnetic field-

strength distribution. The fitting results of five background-runs are shown in the upper part

of Fig. 15. They were consistent with each other, and were averaged to (ABG) = 0.222±0.015.

The ratio of the background event rate to the peak event rate is naively expected to be

1/60 based on the muon momentum spectrum. However, the event rate was changed by

the muon stopping target thickness, in general, since the muon stopping density was not

uniform along the target thickness. The rates were evaluated for the 3 and 5mm target

thicknesses separately. The event rate (R) was defined as

R = RT(NL + NR)/N, (4.5)

where R-p is the trigger rate, Ni, and NR are, respectively, the number of left- and right-arm

events surviving analysis, and N is the number of analyzed events. R is thus proportional

to the total number of events in the finally obtained fiSR spectrum with the normalization

to the unit proton beam. The experimental values of R are shown in the lower part of Fig.

15 for the 3 and 5 mm thick targets. By fitting the circles (triangles) to arbitrary smooth

curves, /?BG'S were obtained, as is shown in Table IV. /^PEAK'S were also obtained using

the same analysis, and are also listed in Table IV. Finally, the asymmetry attenuation due

to background contamination was derived by Eq. (4.4); the corrections to that attenuation

(<5/*BG) are also listed in Table IV.
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V. CORRECTIONS AND SYSTEMATICS

A. Positron scattering

The effect of positron scattering in the muon stopping target was estimated by using

EGS4 [32], an electromagnetic shower simulation code developed at SLAC. EGS4 deals

with the following seven interactions for e+, e~ and 7: i) multiple scattering by nuclei, ii)

Bhabha and Meller scattering, iii) Bremsstrahlung and electron-positron pair production,

iv) the photoelectric effect, v) Compton scattering, vi) two-photon positron-electron anni-

hilation, and vii) Rayleigh scattering. Realistic geometries of the target, the veto counters,

the positron counters and the EDC were implemented into the simulation code. A magnetic

field was also applied, and muon-decay events were generated by assuming the Michel spec-

trum with the radiative corrections formulated by Kinoshita and Sirlin [33]. The simulated

positron asymmetries (/!,!„,) based on the three conditions (the 3 mm thick target, the 5 mm

thick target and one with an absorber) are listed in Table V in terms of 8As\m = 5 — A,im.

The errors resulted from the statistics of the simulation.

From the simulation study it was found that SA,lm mainly consisted of the following three

contributions: i) positron multiple scattering, ii) knock-on electron veto, and iii) knock-on

electron trigger.

For multiple scattering, the most crucial effect was contamination of large-angle scat-

tered positrons. Even if the initial direction of the emitted positron was not aimed at the

positron detector, the flight direction was drastically changed via large-angle multiple scat-

tering to enter the positron detector. This effect effectively changed the acceptance of lower

energy positrons by the energy dependence of the scattering cross section. This fact was

experimentally verified by Run 3. That is, since the energy of such scattered particles was

low and they were easily rejected by the absorber, the observed asymmetry of Run 3 is not

so much shifted from 1/3.

The events rejected by a knock-on electron hitting the veto counter were 4% of the normal



events. Since the cross section of the kiux:k-un process is |>r»(»>ri imi.il to l,'t:~. low-energy

positrons tend to be rejected. Therefore, the asymmetry »( I In- rejected evenls must, be less

than 1/3. Actually. .4 ~ 0.122 was obtained based on a simulation of the rejected events.

This effect increases the observed asymmetry (.4ob») by ~ 0.00").

Furthermore, the events triggered by a knock-on electron instead of a primary positron

were also involved to the extent of 4%. The asymmetry of such events was estimated to be

i: 0.22 from the simulation. Since these events could not be distinguished from the normal

positron-triggered events in the present setup, this effect attenuates the observed asymmetry

by ~ 0.005.

Not only these three effects, but also the other effects resulting from the minor inter-

actions (for example, two-photon positron-electron annihilation), were mutually correlated

with each other. Since it is impossible to estimate them separately, an overall simulation

was performed. The uncertainty in the Monte Carlo simulation resulted from the cut-off

parameters of the EGS4 code as well as the statistics of the simulation. It produced an un-

certainty of the asymmetry, \SA\ < 0.00073. It is not so small, and is one of the main sources

of systematic error in the present experiment. More details concerning the simulation of e +

interaction and its uncertainty are given in Appendix B.

B. EDC inefficiency

Since the detection inefficiency of the EDC might be larger for higher energy e+ , it

may distort the observed energy-integrated positron asymmetry. The averaged detection

inefficiency of the EDC was measured to be e = 0.014 ± 0.002 per one layer. Thus, the

percentage of events with more than 3 no-hit layers was on the order of;'' 2; 10~8. which is

clearly negligible. On the other hand, the percentage of 3-no-hit-layer events was 48 x c3 ~

0.00015, where 48 resulted from the number of combinations of 4 vertical and 4 horizontal

layers of EDC. It was impossible to obtain the asymmetry of these events from the present

setup. Since the asymmetry must be between —1/3 and 1 from !•'.<[. (-.2). we divided to



assign jr\l| < 0.0001-3 t.o the systematic error.

In regards to the 0-, 1- or 2-no-hi I-layer events, they were analyzed simultaneously in

a normal analysis, except, for 2-hit-horizontal-layer and '2-hit-vertical-layer events. Il was

impossible to solve the left-right ambiguity from only two layers. Therefore, a trigger counter

analysis, which did not use the EDC tracking data, were performed. The amplitude of ^SR

time spectrum was then attenuated by the finite-angle acceptance of positron detection and

garbage event contamination. Their effect was estimated by comparing the asymmetry of

the good events in a normal analysis and in this counter analysis. Then, the asymmetry

of such two-layer events was obtained to be 0.153 ± 0.065, so that the observed asymmetry

had to be corrected with -12 x s2 x ( i - 0.153 ± 0.065) = -0.0004 ± 0.00015. The total

correction and the error to the observed asymmetry due to the EDC inefficiency was then

concluded to be SA = -0.0004 ± 0.0003.

C. Muons-in-gas contamination

The fiducial volume cut was made loose along the T direction in order to avoid any

asymmetry distortion which was caused by a positron energy preference. We accepted

\T\ < 50 mm while the target thickness was 5mm(3mm); 0.13%(0.22%) of the muons was

stopped in helium gas around the muon stopping target. The positron asymmetry of the

muon stopped in the helium gas is known to be A^c = 0.10 for 1.2 atm [34] with some

pressure dependence. A correction SA = 0.00038 ±0.00038 was adopted by taking weighted

mean values of 0.13% and 0.22%.

D. Muon spin rotation by Coulomb scattering

In general, a charged particle passing through an electrostatic field can also feel a. mag-

netic field induced by a Lorentz transformation of the electrostatic field. Thus, the spin of

the particle rotates, even if the scattering occurs due to a pure Coulomb interaction. The
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depolarization along the initial momentum direction (;/|'|) of particles traveling through thin

matter is formulated to be [26]

where g is the gyromagnetic factor, 7 = (I—/?2) ll/2 with j3 being the velocity of the particles,

Ms = :9.2 MeV/c, £/? is the radiation length of material and Ai is the material thickness.

Eq. (5.1) is approximated as

, 1 / 7 - l V Mi A/

(5.2)

Regarding the muon depolarization until being stopped in the muon stopping target with a

range /, ;/jj lies in the region

Mj 1 I .• Mi II

where 70 < 1.38 is the 7 factor of a muon at the target entrance. Taking the average muon

path length to be {I) = 4.6 mm (Run2,3), a limit was set as

0.00015 < 7f, < 0.00021.

We thus assigned 0.0002 ± 0.0001 to SPM.

Next, the depolarization in the material upstream of MDC, such as the kaon production

target, was considered. The depolarization along the final momentum direction (??|j) must

be adopted for them, since the incident angle of each muon was measured by MDC. A

modification of the Eq. (5.1) gives

Using this expression, the depolarization correction in the production target was calculated

to be 6P = +0.0002 (Runl,2,3), 6P = +0.0003 (Run4), SP = +0.0001 (Runo). The differ-

ences came from a variety of averaged penetration depths of the muons in the production



target.. We therefore assigned a correction -uid a systematic error of iif'p, = 1-0.1)002-0.0001

to the muon polarization. The depolarization caused by other materials, such as vacuum

windows of beam ducts, the SL counter, TOFl/'2 counters and air gap, was also calculated

to be 0.00004, and a correction of 5PB\i = +0.00001 was assigned.

In order to calculate the depolarization due to scattering in the degrader, the above

expressions could not be used directly, since they are valid for only a thin material. Thus,

a Monte Carlo simulation in which the degrader was divided into many thin slabs so as

to make the above expressions applicable was performed. The simulated scattering-angle

distribution of the muor.s is shown in Fig. 16 by a solid histogram together with the measured

scattering-angle distribution (open circles). Both the calculated and measured scattering-

angle distributions coincide well with each other, showing that the simulation was sufficiently

valid and accurate for the present estimation. The resulting simulated spin rotation-angle

distribution is also indicated in Fig. 16 by a dashed histogram. From this simulation, the

correction and the systematic error for the degrader scattering was SPQQ = +0.000S ±

0.00007, by averaging the cosine of the spin rotation angle. The error resulted from a

difference between the data and the simulation.

Finally, the correction and error to the muon polarization due to multiple Coulomb

scattering is estimated to be

6P» = 6PPt + SPBM + 6PDG + SPM

= 0.0012 ± 0.0002.

E. Scattering on the surface of the beam duct

During the transport of the beam, muons could be scattered at the inner surface of the

beam duct and the surface of the slits. Such muons are depolarized more than straightly

transported muons. The percentage of scattered muons was calculated using the code DE-

CAY TURTLE [35]. This calculation reproduced the SLITl opening dependence of the



muori yield and the niuon profile measured by I7 DC at tin1 Q(i <-.\ii. ll jusiilies I In* ;ir<'ur;uy

of the beam transport calculation.

From that calculation, it turned out that muons scattered on 11n- beam duct at Q"> wore

dominant; the percentage was estimated to be 30% at most. Since it is too complicated to

treat the reflection of muons exactly, the worst case, in which all of these unions are reflected.

was assumed in order to simplify the subsequent analysis. From a Monte Carlo simulation

it was found that those muons with a momentum of p > 215MeV/c could only arrive at

the muon stopping target, while a muon with a momentum of p < 215MeV/c would be

stopped in the degrader. The maximum depolarization corresponding to p > 215MeV/c

was calculated according to a relation derived from Eq. (5.4),

/ _ 1 1 Ml r&E]'l&E
' i i -27/ jy t AxJ LR1 [O'O)

to be rjl •= 0.0009. Thus, the averaged depolarization of muons transported to the muon

stopping target was estimated to be \6PU\ < 0.0009 x 0.3 = 0.0003, at most.

Although scattering also occurred in other parts of the beam line, the percentages of

scattered muons were smaller and the depolarizations were estimated to be I^PJ < 0.00005

upstream of SLIT1, \8P»\ < 0.00002 at SLIT1 and |<5PJ < 1.3 x 10~6 between SLIT1 and

the SL counter.

In total, the muon depolarization uncertainty due to surface scattering was concluded to

be \SP\ < 0.0004.

F. Spin-exchange scattering with atomic electrons

Here, we discuss the effect of the muon spin flip due to spin-exchange scattering with

unpolarized electrons in matter. Different from the non-relativistic case of a surface muon

coming from x+ decay at rest [37,8,9], the A'w2 muon requires an exact treatment of the

spin-exchange scattering cross section. The averaged depolarization (Q) and energy loss

(AT) by a single scattering with an atomic electron were obtained by numerical integration:



{<?)= T V * (•-'—) «rr ,/ft t5-®)
Jo y*, v. <TT /

and

(AT) = / ' " T ATaT dQ. (5.7)
JO J«o

where 0-5 is the spin-flip cross section and cj is the total cross section. Both diverge when 9Q

goes to zero. However, the ratio {Q)f{AT) converges because the functional profile becomes

the same in the limit 0O —»• 0. Thus, we numerically calculated the ratio (Q)/{AT).

For the present calculation, #0 w a s s e t to a finite value of 80 ~ 4 x 10~6. corresponding

to T ~ 1 eV, since it is not conceivable that the atomic electron is free at a small 0o region,

because the averaged ionization energy of carbon is 76 eV. The calculated {Q)f{AT) is

shown in Fig. 17 with two cases of the polarization axis. For the solid curve the polarization

axis is defined along the initial muon flight direction. For the dashed curve it is along the

final muon flight direction. In the present case, the former definition was adopted.

Since the energy loss of a particle passing through matter is dominated by scattering with

atomic electrons, the muon depolarization until the muon stops in the target is obtained by

integrating (Q)/(AT) from the initial kinetic energy to zero. Thuo, the correction and its

error due to muon spin-exchange scattering with electrons is

/•l52.9MeV (Q)
Sp= / - ^ r dT = 0.0008 ± 0.0003.

Jo [AT)

The error comes from the uncertainty in the numerical integration.

The muon spin can also be flipped by spin-exchange scattering with nuclei. For example,

it was found that depolarization by a spin-spin interaction with hydrogen nuclei in the

scintillator is negligible. This fact can be easily understood by considering ///> = /i t/65S,

where ftp and fic are the magnetic moments of a proton and an electron, respectively.

G. A"+ — lu
+i/(J7 decay contamination

An admixture of muons from the radiative decay A'+ —> ̂ +f,,7 into K^i muons slightly

decrease the initial muon polarization. The radiative decay A'+ —• ,u+i'w7 comprises the



following throe terms: internal brcmsstriihlung (IB), structure docay (SD) and interference

between them (INT). The SD term is very ambiguous and includes interesting physics; many

theoretical calculations involving its vector form factor {Fv) and the axial-vector form factor

{FA) have been carried out. However, since the theories strongly depend on models, the

experimental limits [38], that is \Fv + FA\ • mK < 0.23 and -2.5 < (Fv - FA) • mK < 0.3

with the UIK being the mass of a charged kaon, were employed for the present correction.

The muon polarization of this radiative decay was formulated by Bardin and Bilenky [39]

without using any models for the intermediate states on the SD term. The calculated muon

polarization using their formula and the experimentally obtained form factors reveals that

the muon polarization in the range 233 MeV/c < p < 235.1 MeV/c becomes (PM) = 0.999S

by taking an average of the polarization with the weight of the decay probability. The lower

limit of the muon momentum (p > 233 MeV/c) came from the momentum acceptance of

the present beam line. Since the decay probability diverges at the p -+ 235.5 MeV/c limit,

it is impossible to calculate the exact value of the muon polarization. However, it is clear

that the muon polarization should be at least IPJ > 0.9998, and that the real value must

be much closer to unity. Thus, we assigned a systematic error of \SP\ < 0.0002 due to the

admixture of the kaon radiative decay.

VI. RESULTS

We now combine the observed positron asymmetry (A,b,) with the corrections to obtain

the final result. The corrections and the systematic errors are summarized in Tables VI and

VII.

Regarding the correction to the positron asymmetry, both the correction and the associ-

ated error were dominated by the positron scattering process, which gave SA = +0.0076 ±

0.0013 for Run 1,4,5, SA = +0.0132±0.0010 for Run2 and 8A = -0.0057±0.0011 for Run3.

Futhermore, these corrections were accompanied by a simulation ambiguity, SA = ±0.00073.

The contamination of muons coming from rr+ in-flight decay also gave considerable cor-
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recr.ions. which wore SA = +0.00:53 ±0.0006 (Run I). 8A = +0.00.W ± 0.0006 (Run 2,3),

SA = +0.0052 ±0.0009 (Run4) and 6A = +0.0040 ±0.0007 (Runo). The other corrections,

such as the time binning, time origin, cut. parameters, EDC efficiency. EDC mistracking,

muons-in-gas events and damping function, were combined to be 6A = +0.0005 ± 0.0013,

the error of which was of the same magnitude as that of the positron scattering process.

For the correction and error to the muon polarization, muon scattering in the degrader

(both Coulomb and spin-exchange process) gave a relatively large contribution to the cor-

rection. On the other hand, the error was dominated by an estimation of the muon scat-

tering in the beam duct. The uncertainty resulting from the particle identification by

TOF is negligible. Totally, the correction and error due to muon depolarization became

SP = +0.0021 ± 0.0005; it was smaller than that due to the positron asymmetry attenua-

tion.

The Aob. and their corrected values are listed in Table VIII along with the finally obtained

(Pp of each Run. The values of iPv are also shown in Fig. 18; they are consistent with each

other. This fact justifies both the simulation of the positron scattering process and the

method of subtracting the TT+ in-flight decay background process.

In order to combine these five Runs while considering the error correlation, we defined

the weighted average of iP^ as

where a denotes the run number and u>a is the weight of Run a, which are proportional to

the number of events of each R,un. iP^ are not independent of each other, since the same

corrections were simultaneously applied. In order to separate such dependences for taking

an average, the above equation was decomposed as follows:

Alm + 6ABa • tfrsc/Ri +6A) + 6P}+ un{3[A7 + SAtm +6ABa- KBG/KJ.3 + 6A] + SP}

+ 6A*m + 6A*G • «DG/«3 .3 + 6A] + SP) +u,4{3[A4 + M,3,m + 6AeG • RlG/IU + SA] + SP}

+ ws{3[/l5 + 6A3
nm + 6ADQ • Rlc/R* + SA
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+ UA + SP , (6.2d)

where superscripts 3, 5 and A, respectively, denote the 3 and 5 mm thick targets and 5

mm with the absorber. The subscripts are either run numbers (l-o) or run conditions (sim

is the simulation, BG is the background).

The first term (6.2a) is the sum of the observed asymmetries (Aa), which were clearly

independent of each other. The second term (6.2b) is the correction evaluated by a Monte

Carlo simulation, which was carried out with respect to the condition of the target thickness

and the absorber. Thus, for Run 1,4 and 5, the same simulated value was applied. The third

term (6.2c) is the correction due to background contamination. Although the background

asymmetry (A&Q) was the same for all runs, the event rates were estimated with respect to

the target thickness and the beam momentum. The other two terms (6.2d) are the other

corrections, and were applied simultaneously.

After decomposing the values, the errors of each term were quadratically summed; the

final result became

f P» = -0.9996 ± 0.0030(s«a*) ± 0.004$(sys),

where the (stat) is the statistical error coming from the first term (6.2a), and (sys) is the

systematic error from the other terms.

This result improves the accuracy by an order of magnitude over that of the previous

kaon decay experiment [10,11]. It reveals that the V-A hypothesis is still valid for the A',,a

decay to the 1% level. By summing the statistical and systematic errors c|iiadratically and

normalizing the results in the physically significant region (|£PM| < 1), the present result,

yields a limit of

If/^l > 0.990 (90% C.L.) .

•:u)-



VII. DISCUSSION

A. Limits on miv2 wuh massless ua

Here, we assume massless neutrinos (including right-handed neutrinos) within non-

manifest LRS models. In the special condition, C, = 0, which is consistent with the other

experiment, such as the p parameter measurement [24] at the moment, the present, result

gives mw, > 652GeV/c2 (90% C.L.) for \s\n0R\ = 1 from Eq. (1.1). The mass limit be-

comes much lower (mw, > 303GeV/c2, 90% C.L.) in the case of |sin#R| = 0. Fig. 1!) shows

the limit from the present experiment together with that from the iru2 decay experiment

performed at TRIUMF [7,8]. By combining both the kaon and pion decay experiments in

this figure, the mass limit on the W2 for an arbitrary 6R was improved from 404 GeV/c2 to

468 GeV/c2 (90% C.L.). The situation at | sin 8R\ ~ 1 means that the right-handed current

is seen mostly in the AS = 1 process, and that the present kaon experiment gives the highest

upper limit of % , .

In the case of an arbitrary £, the constraints of e as a function of £ are shown in Fig.

20 for 9R — 0, T /2 , -a and 3vr/2 cases. The constraints from the x^j decay experiment

[7,8], the p measurement [24] and the nuclear /3-decay experiment [40,41] are also shown in

the same figure. The p parameter does not suffer from any structure of the hadron vertex

and, thus, does not depend on 9R. In the case of |sin#fi| ~ 1, the constraints derived from

nuclear /3 decay become meaningless. The present experiment excludes a new region around

B. Limits on mw-, with heavy J/R

Here, heavy right-handed neutrinos (ro,,B ;$ 80 MeV/c") are considered for both tlie K^

and fi+ —> e+vc17li decay. For simplicity £ = 0 is assumed in the following discussion.

The muon polarization is a superposition of the ordinary V-A decay and the V+A decay

via heavy un, as follows:



\

where b = | s i n ^ / s i n #t | and t = rnivi/
m'w2- Pn.L a r c t ^ e kinematic factors for the right-

handed and left-handed decay, respectively. PUR is the kinematically calculated polarization

of the heavy right-handed neutrino, as is described in Appendix C.

The £ parameter is also affected by the superposition of both ordinary V-A decay and

V+A decay accompanied by a heavy I/JJ. Thus, £ becomes

JC(x)dx-e>ICH[m,,R,x)dx
5 4 fI(x)dx + t'flH(m^,x)dx ' K'~'

Here, In and Cfj are, respectively, the isotropic and cosine terms of the pure V-A muon

decay with heavy neutrino emission, which were formulated by Rekalo [42].

With these formula, the limits on mw2 as a function of the I>R mass were evaluated as

shown in Fig. 21. The limits from the measurement of the end-point spectrum of the decay

positron of the v^ muon are also indicated in this figure by the dashed and dot-dashed

curves [8,23]. The limits obtained from the present experiment weakly depend on mUR. In

the region mUR < 50MeV/c2, three cases (|sinfljj| = 0, |SHI0R| = |sin0£,| and |sin#R | = 1)

axe considered.

In the case of m ( , > 50 MeV/c2, the decay muon coupled with the I/R has a lower

momentum than the momentum acceptance of the present beam line; P^ thus definitely

equals —1. However, since V+A currents may admix to muon decay, the limit on mw2

becomes as shown in Fig. 21 by the dot-dot-dashed curve.

C. Limits on the Lorentz-covariant coupling constants

In a general four-fermion interaction theory, £ is

(7.3)
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2+|/«|2)}, (7.4)

with the helicity projection form (HPF) representation [43]. The parameter To determines

the total rate of muon decay. In the case of V-A dominance, g?2 — 1 and the other parame-

ters are small. Thus, in order to obtain approximate limits on the parameters, we assumed

g22 = 1 (the other parameters vanish), and then searched for each limit by scanning each

parameter one by one. The limits based on the present experiment are listed in Table IX.

Improved limits were obtained for \g\?\ and \fa\- In order to obtain £ from the present ex-

perimental result, Pf, = —1 was assumed. This assumption is partly justified since \PU\ < 1

makes the limits stringent, except for l^ l and j / n | .
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APPENDIX A: NEUTRINO MASS

Even if the weak interaction occurs via pure V-A currents, the muon polarization would

deviate from unity if the neutrino has a finite mass. The following two cases are interesting

to us: i) a mass of i/̂ , and ii) heavy neutrino mixing. In the following discussion we assume

pure V-A currents.



1. Mass of i',,

[n l\\a decay with heavy neutrino emission tin1 polarization of I hi; demy miioii is given

by Eq. (Cl). The parameter £ also changes f.o

c,n - , , , T-r~> ( A U
fIH{m,,u,x)dx

where Cu and IH were formulated by Rekalo [42]. Thus, the deviation of ^Pv from unity

may be a signal of the mass of vu. The most stringent limit on mU/A was obtained from a

precise measurement of the muon momentum in x^j decay, and sets inVik < 270keV/c2 [44].

This limit corresponds to £HPIIH > 0.9999. Therefore, there is no new constraint on the uu

mass from the present limit (£PM > 0.990), which would indicate only mUil < 4.4MeV/c2.

2. Heavy neutrino mixing

If neutrinos have masses, the muon neutrino would be a superposition of the mass eigen-

states of these heavy neutrinos with a mixing matrix, Vai,

where the i/; denotes the mass eigenstates of the neutrinos.

In order to simplify the arguments, only two neutrinos are considered here: one is the

muon neutrino and the other is a heavy neutrino, the candidate of which is limited to i/r,

since the number of neutrino generations was established to be 3 [45]. The muon polarization

via the pure V-A interaction is

The PVH and p is respectively the muon polarization and a phase-space factor accompanied

by heavy neutrino emission.

The effect of heavy neutrino mixing on £ was calculated by using C/i and In, and

was combined with the above P^. The present experimental limit (IfPul > 0.!)!)()) gives



\\'\~ < 2.'.) x IO~"' for the exse (hat m,,w = l i . M c V / r . which is ;i ren-nt limit ot> the nuuss

of uT [46]; the limit weakens when mi,H becomes small.

The above limit is weaker than the limit derived from a search for uu-u, osrilUtiort

[47], which gives \V\2 < 0.013 for A m 2 > 100eV-. as well as from heavy neutrino search

experiments [48,49].

APPENDIX B: MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

In order to estimate the influence of the reaction of ..he decay positrons in the muon

stopping target, we required a precise simulation with an accuracy of \6A\ < 0.001. Since the

magnitude of the asymmetry attenuation is ~ 0.01, a simulation accuracy to that attenuation

must be several percent for our purpose, and EGS4 is quite sufficient. The quantities which

should be precisely estimated were the scattering angle and the multiplicity of knock-on

electrons.

For the scattering-angle simulation, large-angle scattering must be taken into account

as well as small-angle scattering. This is because the main source of the correction results

from the large-angle scattering of positrons. That is, even if a positron initially moves

along the target plane, it enters the positron chamber by large-angle scattering. As for the

multiplicity of knock-on electrons, the events coinciding with the veto counter hit by these

knock-on electrons were rejected in the trigger level. This veto scheme deforms the response

function of the positron detector, since the cross section of the knock-on process depends on

the primary positron energy.

1. Simulation conditions

In the simulation, we used EGS4 [32], which was originally developed at SLAC for a

high-energy electromagnetic-gamma shower simulation. However, it is also applicable below

20 MeV by using a new algorithm with a positron losing a fixed fraction (ESTEPE) of its

energy via a continuous energy loss in a step, which was recommended by Rogers [50] and

-11 fi -



wits employed for the present simulation with ESTEI'E = 0.01. Fiithorniorc. the percentage

of steps without multiple-scattering processes was kept at 0.35%. With this conditions,

EGS4 produces the angular distribution correctly, even at low energy. For examples, Rogers

reported that the calculated backscattering coefficient well coincide with the experimental

value.

Bhabha scattering is indispensable for estimating the multiplicity of knock-on electrons.

Although the cross section was formulated exactly in EGS4, it diverges in the small-angle

region, so that the cut-off energy of a recoil electron (AE) must be set using a numerical cal-

culation. Regarding the Bhabha scattering of which a knock-on electron has a lower energy

than AE (thus, those knock-on electrons are not created in the simulation), the primary

positrons were assumed to lose energy via "continuous energy loss" processes without any

knock-on electron generation. Since that algorithm makes an overestimation to the energy

loss in thin matter, AE must be sufficiently small compared to the initial energy. In the

present calculation, an energy greater than 1 MeV is interesting, so that AE — me = 10 keV

gives only a 1% overestimation to the energy loss at most, where me is the mass of an

electron. Thus, we decided to take AE — 10 keV + me for the present simulation. Since

the same overestimation also occurs in the Bremsstrahlung process, the cutoff energy of a

produced gamma ray in the Bremsstrahlung process (PE) was also set at lOkeV.

The objects modeled in the present simulation were the muon stopping target, the veto

counters (AT, AB and X), EDC, the e+ counters and the aluminum absorbers. The magnetic

field was also taken into account.

Other cutoff parameters for charged-particle tracking (ECUT) and for photon tracking

(PCUT) were set to ECUT = 0.6 MeV and PCUT = 0.1 MeV, respectively. Particles with

an energy smaller than these parameters were treated as being stopped in the current point.

The reason why these values were selected is that the detection threshold of the counters

was at least ~ 100 keV. In order to check the validity of these values, a high-threshold

simulation was carried out and compared with a normal simulation.

As an initial condition of the simulation, the muon was located in the muou-stopping



target with a realistic distribution along the Y and L directions. A uniform distribution

was assumed in the T direction. A decay positron was generated with a Michel spectrum,

including the radiative corrections (see Appendix D).

2. Ambiguities of the simulation

The ambiguities in the present simulation resulted from two reasons: one was the im-

plementation of physical processes in the EGS4 code; the other was the modeling of the

present experimental apparatus. These ambiguities are discussed here in detail. The total

systematic error of the Monte Carlo simulation was calculated by summing these components

quadratically, and was SA = ±0.00073.

a. Cross-section ambiguity

In the EGS4 simulation the path length between the current point and the next interac-

tion point is calculated from the cross section at the current positron energy (EQ)- However,

the interaction cross section at the next point must be estimated using the positron energy

at the next point (E), which is smaller than EQ by the positron energy loss via a continuous

energy-loss process. At a higher energy region (T > 4.5 MeV), the cross section decreases

with decreasing energy. Thus, the cross section tends to be overestimated. Since EGS4 is

equipped with a novel algorithm to avoid such an overestimation, it causes no difficulty.

On the other hand, an underestimation of the cross section will occur in the low-energy

region, and EGS4 is defenseless against such an underestimate. This fact was first pointed

out by Rogers [50]; the underestimation is about —25% (for Si) at most. The magnitude

of the underestimation depends on the material type. For aluminum, the cross section is

underestimated by —10% at T < 1 MeV. This underestimation reduces the multiplicity of

the knock-on electrons, and generally varies the simulation results.

For primary positrons, this underestimation does not significantly affect the results,

since the low-energy contribution is small at first. For knock-on electrons, it changes the
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multiplicity of the knock-on i-lnctrons by -lO'/o lor T < 1 MeV. I'rom ,i Minul.uion -.ludy.

the asymmetry of events with low energy (T < 1 MeV) knock-on Wwi.ron hilling tin; veto

counter was estimated to be .-1 = 0.23 ±0 .01; the events fraction was 0.01/MeV. Thus,

this effect gives a bias of SA = - (1 /3 - 0.2S) x 0.01 x 0.1 = -0.00005 to the simulated

asymmetry. For events triggered by the knock-on electron, the same discussion gives the

same value, but with opposite sign. Thus, it is assumed that, the cross-section ambiguity

gives an asymmetry bias of |<5A| < 0.0001, at most. This value was assigned to the systematic

error of the asymmetry correction.

b. Veto geometry

The position of the veto counters in simulation space might differ from the real position

of the counters. This is because the veto counter position might have moved by 5 mm (at

most) during a data-taking run. This uncertainty might have caused an error in the veto

acceptance of 3%. Based on a simulation with an enlarged veto-counter acceptance, we

decided to assign \SA\ < 0.00009 to the positron asymmetry uncertainty.

c. Veto threshold

The threshold energy of the veto counters was estimated from the thickness of the ma-

terial between the muon stopping target and the plastic scintillator of the counter. If the

signal-discrimination level is also considered, the threshold energy should be Xthn; < 300 keV.

On the other hand, from the simulation study the positron asymmetry of the events with a

small energy deposition on the veto counter (100 keV < T < 400 keV) was A = 0.2S ±0.01,

and the events fraction was 0.01/MeV. Thus, the uncertainty of the veto threshold gives

only SA < (1/3 - 0.28) x 0.01 x 0.3 = 0.0002 at most.



(I. Triijger li resluM

The energy threshold of the trigger counter was T = i):J0 ± 150 ke\' in ihi- present

experiment. This uncertainty does not affect the primary positron asymmetry at all. since

the low-energy region of the Michel spectrum is less important. However, it affected the low-

energy knock-on electrons, which triggered the detector instead of the primary positrons.

The asymmetry of such low-energy knock-on electrons was estimated to be .4 = 0.IS ± 0.01,

and the fraction was / = 0.007/MeV based on a simulation study. Thus, we assigned

\SA\ < 0.0002 to the asymmetry uncertainty coming from the trigger threshold uncertainty.

e. Source distribution

In the simulation muon decay points wer-j distributed realistically along the Y and L

directions with the experimentally obtained distribution map. For the T direction, a uniform

distribution was assumed, but was, in fact, not uniform.

The target was sliced into several layers, and the source point dependence was estimated.

Since the left- and right-arm compensated each other, the asymmetry did not depend very

much on the layer. By comparing the uniform and realistic distributions, the associated

uncertainty was estimated to be \6A\ < 0.0003. For the Y and // directions, the position

dependence of the asymmetry was also studied by comparing the realistic and uniform

distributions; it was found that \6A\ < 0.0003 (Y) and < 0.0005 (£).

APPENDIX C: KINEMATICS OF HEAVY NEUTRINO EMISSION

For A'~2 decay with heavy neuirino emission via V-A currents, the polarization of the

decay muon was given by Shrock [51] as

"~~ ft, +* . ) - («„- *u)2 ' ( }

with
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and

Here, A is proportional to a two-body phase-space factor. We should change the sign of the

above original P^ in order to apply it to the K*2 decay. For V+A currents we must change

the sign again.

The event rate of heavy neutrino emission is proportional to the kinematic rate factor (p):

p{^X) = /m(*uA)Al/2(lAA), (C2)

where fm(z, y) = x + y — (x — y)2 and denotes the helicity effect.

APPENDIX D: RADIATIVE CORRECTION

In /* -+ tvV decay we should consider the virtual-photon amplitudes of Figs. 22a-c,

in order to pick out information concerning the weak interaction from the observed ^PM.

Furthermore, if an experiment does not discriminate ordinary muon decay from muon decay

accompanied by the emission of a real photon (Figs. 22d-e),

we must also consider this radiative decay process.

The decay spectrum of muons is given, to the order of a, by [33]

(Dl)
L ^» ' l J J

where To is the decay constant and
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J[x) = (6-4x)tf(x) + (6-6z) lnx + —^-[(5 + l'.'x - :)4J2)(W + In x) - 22.E + 3-lx-]. (D2)

_ r T . 4M _ r)2 1
(D3)•Sx

with w = lnfm^/mj) = 5.332. In the case of the two-component theory,

( l - x ) . (D4)

Thus, the positron decay asymmetry with the radiative process can be obtained by modifying

I{x) and C(x) in Eq. (2.2) to

/(*) - '(«) + ^ ^ / ( x ) (Do)

and

C(x) - C(x) - £*2*(*)- (D6)

The /(x) and C(x) with these corrections are also given in Fig. 2. The radiative correction

depends on the positron detection threshold and, thus, will give 8A ~ +0.0009 for Runl,2,4,5

and 6A zz +0.0007 for Run3. We included this correction in the simulation code.

Radiative corrections have also been studied within the framework of intermediate vector

bosons. They are those of the four-fermion interaction plus additional terms of the order

a(mw/miy)2 [52]. Since the accuracy goal of the present experiment was about ~ 0.005, the

radiative correction estimated in the four-fermion interaction was sufficient.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. 90% confidence limits on t and 6 = | sin 8n/ sin fljj, where i," = 0 is assumed. The solid

lines indicate the limits from TU2 decay experiments (TRIUMF [7,S] and PSl [9]). The dot-dashed

lines are that from A'M2 decay experiments (KEK [10.11]). The dashed lines indicate that the

expected limits from K^ decay experiment correspond to several I^PJ values.

FIG. 2. Upper part shows the Isotropic and Cosine terms of the Michel spectrum as a function

of the reduced energy ( i = E/Emax)- The lower part shows the integrated positron asymmetry

[A(xt)) as a function of an energy integration threshold of xt. The solid curve indicates the

calculated asymmetry assuming V-A currents. The dashed curve indicates the spectra with a

radiative correction formulated by Kinoshita and Sirlin [33].

FIG. 3. Top view of the present experimental layout. There are two momentum slits

(SLIT1,SLIT2) at two momentum dispersive focus points. SL counter was used as a second slit

in order to avoid muon scattering on the surface of SLIT2. TOFl and TOF2 are start and stop

counters for TOF, respectively. PDC was a drift chamber to measure the beam profile at the Q6

exit.

FIG. 4. Top view of the muon polarimeter apparatus. The magnetic field (105 G) at the target

is vertical. B3, B4 and B5 are beam-defining counters. AT, AB and X are veto counters, which

are used for detecting muons stopped in the target. EDCs are drift chambers to measure positron

emission angle. MDC is a drift chamber used to measure the flight direction of the incident muons.

MWPCl/2 are multiwire proportional chambers to measure muon stopping position.

FIG. 5. Range curves of/i+ , r+ and e+ at 236 MeV/c. They were measured by changing the

carbon block (p — 1.9g/cm3) thickness. For the data taking, the thickness have been set at the

edge of muon range curve.

FIG. 6. TOF spectrum after pion rejection by a carbon block. The vertical scale of TT+ is

10-times the others. The events in the indexed region are accepted in the analysis.



l-'Ki. 7. Muon nioni'Mitmn spec t rum with ;i L">mni thick I'l k;>on-|>ni,[m tion tany- i . The •.pi-r-

t n i m was measured by scanning the field s t rength of the beam line iiNinnots. Tin1 Hat componen t

underlying the peak came from the decay in flight of pious.

FIG. 8. Muon stopping height distribution measured by MVVPC'l and MVVPC2. The bold

histogram is from empty-target run, while the thin histograms are from normal run.

FIG. 9. Typical \2 distribution of EDC tracking. The tail component mainly steins from low

energy positrons.

FIG. 10. Simulated response functions for several cases of \2 selection as a function of the

reduced positron energy x (= E/Em&x). It shows that a selection with small \2 mostly eliminates

low-energy events and, furthermore, that the response function changes rapidly in small \;2 region.

FIG. 11. Horizontal projection of reconstructed muon decay points. An event selection on Y

(—60 mm < Y < 50 mm) was already carried out in this figure. The thickest image is of the muon

stopping target and the flattened-square around it is a fiducial volume. The definition of axes are

also shown.

FIG. 12. Distribution of the reconstructed muon decay point along the T direction. L and Y

cuts were already made. The tail mostly stems from low-energy positrons.

FIG. 13. T dependence of the positron asymmetry. The upper figure shows the differential

contribution from each slice with \T\ and lower figure shows the .integral dependence. The indexed

region in the upper figure was accepted as good events.

FIG. 14. Typical /̂ SR time spectra (Runl). The upper part is of the left arm and the lower

part is of the right arm. The emission angle on the precession plane h;is been corrected.
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FICI. 15. t.'pp'T part, shows background asymmetries and tlio lower par! shows th<> i-vi'tn rains

(R). In the lower part the circles are of a omm thick target and the triangles arc of a :{itim thick

target. The curves were drawn to join the points smoothly.

FIG. 16. Distribution of the muon scattering angle by the carbon degrader block. The solid

histogram is of the simulated distribution and the circles are of measured distribution. The dashed

histogram is the distribution of the simulated muon spin rotation angle by Eq. (5.1).

FIG. 17. Spin flip probability per unit energy loss in the material. For the solid curve the

polarization axis is defined along the initial muon flight direction. For the dashed curve it is along

the final muon flight direction.

FIG. 18. Results of -£?„ for R.unl-5. They are quite consistent with each other.

FIG. 19. Limit on mw2 as a function of | sin 9R\ from the present result is shown by the thick

curve. The limit of the TT^ decay experiment, which was performed at TRIUMF [7,8], is also shown

in the thin curve with the assumption that S = p = 3/4. £ = 0 is assumed for these curves. The

area below the curves is disallowed at the 90% confidence level.

FIG. 20. Limits on e as a function of arbitrary C for several cases of 9R. The thick curves are

from the present result. The thin curves are from the K^ experiments [7,8]. The dashed and dotted

curves are from the p measurement [24] and the nuclear 0 decay experiment [41,40], respectively.

The /9-decay experiment gives no limits in the case of OR = TT/2, 3TT/2.

FIG. 21. Limits on mw2 as a function of m,,ft. The bold curve is the limit for maximum

|sin0ftj, while the other thin solid curves arp limits for |sinflfl| = |sin#£,| and |sin#/?| = 0.

The dot-dot-dashed curve in m,n > 50MeV/c2 indicates the limit for arbitrary OR. The dashed

curve [8] and the dot-dashed curve [23] are, respectively, from analyses of the endpoint asymmetry

measurement at TRIUMF.



FIG. 22. Lowest-order diagrams of the radiative corrections to miion decay (a-r). and those of

radiative muon decay (d-e).
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TABLES

TABLE I. Run conditions. The beam-lino momentum was slightly lower than the

momentum (236 MeV'/c), because of muon energy loss in the kaon production target.

A'uj

Run#

1

2

3

4

5

Background

a

b

c

Beam momentum

(MeV/c)

233.0

233.0

233.0

231.2

234.8

214.5

219.7

224.9

240.6

245.9

TABLE II.

B/Bo

> 0.9994

0.9950 ~ 0.9994

0.9900 ~ 0.9950

Degrader

thickness (g/cm2)

60.0

60.0

60.0

59.3

61.2

50.7

53.2

56.2

63.6

65.4

Target

3 mm thick

5 mm thick

5 mm with absorber

3 mm thick

3 mm thick

5 mm thick

5 mm thick

5 mm thick

5 mm thick

5 mm thick

Event grouping on the field strength.

Axioms

left-arm

3.92

0.836

0.425

right-arm

4.05

0.887

0.488

Recorded

events

6.S x 106

8.5 x 106

5.0 x 106

4.8 x 106

6.2 x 10s

6.6 x 104

7.3 x 104

7.4 x 104

3.9 x 104

5.2 x 10"

Percentage of

events

40%

43%

17%
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I ' . M i l . E 1 1 1 . F i t i i ' d n s y m m c l r i e s o f f i v o R u n s . " I " h o r i ' i l m - i ' i l \ : " - - ' > l ! h i n m i I t ' l l , i r m , r i n h s .i

in r<-i;ion a. I) and c are also listed, respectively.

Run*

1

2

3

4

5

MunvMUum

233.0

.'33.0

233.0

231.2

234.8

3 mm thick

5 mm thick

S mm with absorber

3 mm thick

3 mm thick

# of ev«*iilH

survivM

3S0k

740k

680k

228k

302k

• • l o h .

0.3:3.5 ± 0.0025

0.3143 ± 0.0018

0.3344 ± 0.0010

0.3242 ± 0.0033

0.3176 ± 0.0029

• >

I.O-I:I,. i HIM

o.iwu/i.nn

1.083/1.083

1.0:11/i.ooo

1.010/ 1.004

f.l vJ . . f l l i f till

1,

l).')!l!)/0.!*«)

U.W.J/1.00'J

1.047/1.163

1.044/1.073

1.013/1.061

IhK

U/Jltf/LOOS

l.O-IO/O.'JSO

0.U97/1.032

1.072/1.12fi

1.05S/1.01U

TABLE IV. Event rates (R) per 1012 protons. The last column is the background correction

to each Run.

Run#

Background

1

2,3

4

5

Momentum

(MeV/c)

233.0

233.0

231.2

234.8

Target

3 mm thick

5 mm thick

3 mm thick

5 mm thick

3 mm thick

3 mm thick

R per 1012 protons

0.9 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.2

30.2 ± 0.5

49.0 ± 0.7

19.3 ± 0.2

25.1 ± 0.6

«$.-1BG

+0.0033 ± 0.0006

+0.0029 ± 0.0006

+0.0052 ± 0.0009

+0.0040 ± 0.0007

TABLE V. Simulated positron asymmetries {Asan) and corrections to Ao^, SAsim = l /3-/ t s im .

The errors result from the simulation statistics.

Target A , i m SAsim

3 mm thick

5 mm thick

5 mm with absorber

0.3257 ±0.0013

0.3201 ± 0.0010

O.:J;)9O± o.oon

+0.0076 ±0.0013

+0.01.J2 ± 0.0010

-0.0057 ±0.00H



[ABLE VI. Corrections and associated systematic errors to the observed positron .^symmetry.

A sub TOTAL in the last line was taken from the simulation ambiguity 10 the damping function.

Origin fi.\

Positron scattering

Runl,4,5

Run2

Run3

+0.0076 ±0.0013

+0.0132 ±0.0010

-0.0057 ±0.0011

Background contamination

Runl

Run2,3

Run4

Runo

+0.0033 ± 0.0006

+0.0030 ± 0.0006

+0.0052 ± 0.0009

+0.0040 ± 0.0007

Simulation ambiguity

Time binning

Time origin

Cut parameters

X'

T

EDC efficiency

EDC mistracking

Muons-in-gas

Damping function

Muon stopping distribution

Vertex resolution

Quadratic approximation

Field map

± 0.00073

+0.0001

negligible

+0.0003 ± 0.0001

± 0.0006

± 0.0007

-0.0004 ±0.0003

+0.0001

+0.0004 ± 0.0004

±0.00017

±0.0001

± 0.00003

negligible



L —• PIS- U . included in the s imula t ion

sub TOTAL

TABLE VII.

Origin

Corrections and associated systematic errors to the

+0.

initial

0005 ±0.0013

muon polarization.

SP

Coulomb scattering

Target

Beam line elements

Degrader

Muon stopping target

Spin exchange with atomic electrons

Muon incident angle

Scattering in the beam duct

K+ -» /X+"M7

TOTAL

+0.0002 ± 0.0001

+0.00004

+0.0008 ± 0.00007

+0.0002 ± 0.0001

+0.0008 ± 0.0003

+0.0001

< 0.0004

< 0.0002

+0.0021 ± 0.0005

TABLE VIII. Positron asymmetries and their corrections with final results o

Run &A,\m(sys) SA(sys) SP(sys)

1

2

3

4

5

0.3235(25)

0.3143(18)

0.3344(19)

0.3242(33)

0.3176(29)

0.0076(13)

0.0132(10)

-0.0057(11)

0.0076(13)

0.0076(13)

0.0005(13)

0.0005(13)

0.0005(13)

0.0005(13)

0.0005(13)

0.0033(06) 0.0021(05)

0.0030(06) 0.0021(05)

0.0030(06) 0.0021(05)

0.0052(09) 0.0021(05)

0.0040(07) 0.0021(05)

-1.0068(75)(58)

-0.9951(54)(53)

-0.9984(57)(54)

-1.0146(99)(62)

-0.9912(87)(59)



TABLE IX. 90% confidence level limits on the coupling constants in the IIPF representation

based on only the present result. Improved new limits are indicated by ". No limits were put on

l. )/i22| and Itel- Values included in parenthesis are limits in Ref. [23].

\hn\ < 0.14 (0.066) \gn\ < 0.07 (0.033)

\h31\ < 0.14 (0.125) \gn\ < 0.07 (0.060) | / , , | < 0.07 (0.036)

| / i u | < - - - (0.424) | s« t< 0.07-(0.110) |/22 | < 0.04" (0.122)

\hi2\<--- (0.918) | < 7 d > - " (0-888)
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